The UG 2+ challenge in IEEE CVPR 2019 aims to evoke a comprehensive discussion and exploration about how low-level vision techniques can benefit the high-level automatic visual recognition in various scenarios. In its second track, we focus on object or face detection in poor visibility enhancements caused by bad weathers (haze, rain) and low light conditions. While existing enhancement methods are empirically expected to help the high-level end task, that is observed to not always be the case in practice. To provide a more thorough examination and fair comparison, we introduce three benchmark sets collected in real-world hazy, rainy, and low-light conditions, respectively, with annotate objects/faces annotated. To our best knowledge, this is the first and currently largest effort of its kind. Baseline results by cascading existing enhancement and detection models are reported, indicating the highly challenging nature of our new data as well as the large room for further technical innovations. We expect a large participation from the broad research community to address these challenges together.
Introduction
Background. Many emerging applications, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), autonomous/assisted driving, search and rescue robots, environment monitoring, security surveillance, transportation and inspection, hinge on computer vision-based sensing and understanding of outdoor environments [134] . Such systems concern a wide range of target tasks such as detection, recognition, segmentation, tracking, and parsing. However, the performances of visual sensing and understanding algorithms will be largely jeopardized by various challenging conditions in unconstrained and dynamic degraded environments, e.g., moving platforms, bad weathers, and poor illumination. They can cause severe visual input degradations such as reduced contrasts, detail occlusions, abnormal illumination, fainted surfaces and color shift. * The first two authors contributed equally.
While most current vision systems are designed to perform in clear environments, i.e., where subjects are well observable without (significant) attenuation or alteration, a dependable vision system must reckon with the entire spectrum of complex unconstrained outdoor environments. Taking autonomous driving for example: the industry players have been tackling the challenges posed by inclement weathers; however, a heavy rain, haze or snow will still obscure the vision of on-board cameras and create confusing reflections and glare, leaving the state-of-the-art selfdriving cars in struggle (see a Forbes article). Another illustrative example can be found in city surveillance: even the commercialized cameras adopted by governments appear fragile in challenging weather conditions (see a news article). Therefore, it is highly desirable to study to what extent, and in what sense, such challenging visual conditions can be coped with, for the goal of achieving robust visual sensing and understanding in the wild, that benefit security/safety, autonomous driving, robotics, and an even broader range of signal and image processing applications.
Challenges and Bottlenecks
Despite the blooming research on removing or alleviating the impacts of those challenges, such as dehazing [9, 89, 48, 34] , deraining [15, 74, 58, 125, 11, 23, 22, 119] and illumination enhancement [54, 93, 117, 73, 98] , the current solutions see significant gaps from addressing the above-mentioned pressing real-world challenges. A collective effort for identifying and resolving those bottlenecks that they commonly face has also been absent.
One primary challenge arises from the Data aspect. Those challenging visual conditions usually give rise to nonlinear and data-dependent degradations that will be much more complicated than the well-studied noise or motion blur. The state-of-the-art deep learning methods are typically hungry for training data. The usage of synthetic training data has been prevailing, but may inevitably lead to domain shifts [71] . Fortunately, those degradations often follow some parameterized physical models a priori. That will naturally motivate a combination of model-based and data-driven approaches. In addition to training, the lack of real world test sets (and consequently, the usage of potentially oversimplified synthetic sets) have limited the practical scope of the developed algorithms.
The other main challenge is found in the Goal side. Most restoration or enhancement methods cast the handling of those challenging conditions as a post-processing step of signal restoration or enhancement after sensing, and then feed the restored data for visual understanding. The performance of high-level visual understanding tasks will thus largely depend on the quality of restoration or enhancement. Yet it remains questionable whether restoration-based approaches would actually boost the visual understanding performance, as the restoration/enhancement step is not optimized towards the target task and may bring in misleading information and artifacts too. For example, a recent line of researches [48, 127, 62, 65, 66, 16, 99, 105, 59, 95, 84] discuss on the intrinsic interplay relationship of low-level vision and high-level recognition/detection tasks, showing that their goals are not always aligned.
Overview of UG
2+ Track 2 UG 2+ Challenge Track 2 aims to evaluate and advance object detection algorithms robustness in specific poorvisibility environmental situations including challenging weather and lighting conditions. We structure Challenge 2 into three sub-challenges. Each challenge features a different poor-visibility outdoor condition, and diverse training protocols (paired versus unpaired images, annotated versus unannotated, etc.). For each sub-challenge, we collect a new benchmark dataset captured in realistic poor-visibility environments with real image artifacts caused by rain, haze, insufficiency of light are observed.
• Sub-Challenge 2.1: (Semi-)Supervised Object Detection in the Haze. We provide 4,322 real-world hazy images collected from traffic surveillance, all labeled with object bounding boxes and categories (car, bus, bicycle, motorcycle, pedestrian), as the main training and/or validation sets. We also release another set of 4,807 unannotated real-world hazy images collected from the same sources (and containing the same classes of traffic objects, though not annotated), which might be used at the participants discretization. There will be a held-out test set of 3,000 real-world hazy images, with the same classes of objected annotated.
• Sub-Challenge 2.2: (Semi-)Supervised Face Detection in the Low Light Condition. We provide 6,000 real-world low light images captured during the nighttime, at teaching buildings, streets, bridges, overpasses, parks etc., all labeled with bounding boxes for of human face, as the main training and/or validation sets. We also provide 10,400 unlabeled lowlight images collected from the same setting. Additionally, we provided a unique set of 1,022 paired low-light/normal-light images captured in controllable real lighting conditions (but unnecessarily containing faces), which can be used as parts of the training data at the participants discretization. There will be a heldout test set of 4,000 low-light images, with human face bounding boxes annotated.
• The ranking criteria will be the Mean average precision (mAP) on each held-out test set, with default Interceptionof-Union (IoU) threshold as 0.5. If the ratio of the intersection of a detected region with an annotated face region is greater than 0.5, a score of 1 is assigned to the detected region, and 0 otherwise. When mAPs with IoU as 0.5 are equal, the mAPs with higher IoUs (0.6, 0.7, 0.8) will be compared sequentially.
Related Work

Datasets
Most datasets used for image enhancement/processing mainly targets at evaluating the quantitative (PSNR, SSIM, etc.) or qualitative (visual subjective quality) differences of enhanced images w.r.t. the ground truths. Some earlier classical datasets include Set5 [6], Set14 [123] , and LIVE [97] . The numbers of images are small with only limited. Subsequent datasets come with more diverse scene content, such as BSD500 [75] and Urban100 [36] . The popularity of deep learning methods has increased demand for training and testing data.Therefore, many newer and larger datasets are presented for image and video restoration, such as DIV2K [101] and MANGA109 [26] for image superresolution, PolyU [115] and Darmstadt [83] for denoising, RawInDark [12] and LOL dataset [113] for low light enhancement, HazeRD [132] , OHAZE [3] and IHAZE [2] for dehazing, rain100L/H [119] and rain800 [126] for rain streak removal, and RAINDROP [85] for raindrop removal. However, these datasets provide no integration with subsequent high-level tasks.
A few works [31, 96, 136] make preliminary attempts for event/action understanding, video summarization, or face recognition in unconstrained and potentially degraded environments. The following datasets are collected by aerial vehicles, including VIRAT Video Dataset [81] for event recognition, UAV123 [76] for UAV tracking, and a multipurpose dataset [120] . In [77] , an unconstrained Face Detection Dataset (UFDD) is proposed for face detection in adverse condition including weather-based degradations, motion blur, focus blur and several others, containing a total of 6,425 images with 10,897 face-annotations. However, few works specifically consider the impacts of image enhancement and object detection/recognition jointly. Prior to this UG 2+ effort, a number of latest works have taken the first stabs. A large scale hazy image dataset and a comprehensive study -REalistic Single Image DEhazing (RE-SIDE) [50] -including paired synthetic data and unpaired real data is proposed to thoroughly examine visual reconstruction and vision recognition in hazy images. In [72] , an Exclusively Dark (ExDARK) dataset is proposed with a collection of 7,363 images captured from very low-light environments with 12 object classes annotated on both image class level and local object bounding boxes. In [56] , the authors present a new large-scale benchmark called RESIDE and a comprehensive study and evaluation of existing single image deraining algorithms, ranging from full-reference metrics, to no-reference metrics, to subjective evaluation and the novel task-driven evaluation. Those datasets and studies shed new light on the comparisons and limitations of state-of-the-art algorithms, and suggest promising future directions. In this work, we follow the footsteps of predecessors to advance the fields by proposing new benchmarks.
Poor Visibility Enhancement
There are numerous algorithms aiming to enhance visibility of the degraded imagery, such as image and video denoising/inpainting [109, 51, 87, 110, 67] , deblurring [116, 90] , super-resolution [112, 111, 63, 64] and interpolation [122] . Here we focus on dehazing, low-light condition, and deraining, as in the UG 2+ Track 2 scope. Dehazing. Dehazing methods proposed in an early stage rely on the exploitation of natural image priors and depth statistics, e.g. locally constant constraints and decorrelation of the transmission [20] , dark channel prior [34] , color attenuation prior [135] , nonlocal prior [5] et al. Lately, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based methods bring in the new prosperity for dehazing. Several methods [9, 89] rely on various CNNs to learn the transmission fully from data. Beyond estimating the haze related variables separately, successive works make their efforts to estimate them in a unified way. In [45, 80] , the authors use a factorial Markov random field that integrates the estimation of transmission and atmosphere light. some researchers focus on the more challenging night-time dehazing problem [57, 128] . [133, 78] tries to utilize Retinex theory to approximate the spectral properties of object surfaces by the ratio of the reflected light. AOD-Net [48, 47] re-formulates the haze generation model to realize one-step estimation of the inverse recovery and consider the joint interplay effect of dehazing and object detection. The idea is further applied to video dehazing by extending the model into a lightweighed video hazing framework [49] . In another recent work [92] , the semantic prior is also injected to facilitate video dehazing.
Low Light Enhancement. All low-light enhancement methods can be categorized into three ways: hand-crafted methods, Retinex theory-based methods and data-driven methods. Hand-crafted methods explore and apply various image priors to single image low-light enhancement, e.g. histogram equalization [82, 1] , Some methods [53, 131] regard the inverted low-light images as hazy images, and enhance the visibility by applying dehazing. Retinex theorybased method [46] is designed to regard the signal components, reflectance and illumination, differently to simultaneously suppress the noises and preserve high-frequency details. Different ways [40, 39] are used to decompose the signal and diverse priors [107, 24, 32, 25] are applied to realize better light adjustment and noise suppression. Li et al. [54] further extends the traditional Retinex model to a robust one with an explicit noise term, and made the first attempt to estimate a noise map out of that model via an alternating direction minimization algorithm. A successive work [93] develops a fast sequential algorithm. Learning based lowlight image enhancement methods [117, 73, 98] have also been studied. In these works, low-light images used for training is synthesized by applying random gamma transformation on natural normal light images. Some recent works aim to build paired training data from real scenes. In [12] , Chen et al. introduced a dataset See-in-the-Dark (SID) of short-exposure low-light raw images with corresponding long-exposure reference raw images. Cai et al. [10] built a dataset of under/over-contrast and normal-contrast encoded image pairs, in which the reference normal-contrast images are generated by Multi-Exposure image Fusion (MEF) or High Dynamic Range (HDR) algorithm.
Deraining. Single image deraining is a highly ill-posed problem. To address it, many models and priors are used to perform signal separation and texture classification. These models include sparse coding [41] , generalized low rank model [15] , nonlocal mean filter [43] , discriminative sparse coding [74] , Gaussian mixture model [58] , rain direction prior [125] , transformed low rank model [11] . The presence of deep learning has promoted the development of single image deraining. In [23, 22] , deep networks take the image detail layer as their input. Yang et al. [119] propose a deep joint rain detection and removal method to remove heavy rain streaks and accumulation. In [125] , a novel densityaware multi-stream densely connected CNN is proposed for joint rain density estimation and removal. Video deraining can additionally make use of the temporal context and motion information. The early works formulate rain streaks with more flexible and intrinsic characteristics, including rain modeling [29, 27, 30, 28, 130, 69, 4, 94, 8, 7, 15, 38] . The presence of learning-based method [13, 103, 104, 91, 55, 114, 44] , with improved modeling capacity, brings new progress. The emergence of deep learning-based methods push performance of video deraining to a new level. Chen et al. [14] integrate superpixel segmentation alignment, and consistency among these segments and CNN-based detail compensation network into a unified framework. [68] presented a recurrent network integrating rain degradation classification, deraining and background reconstruction.
Visual Recognition under Adverse Conditions
A real-world visual detection/recognition system needs to handle a complex mixture of both low-quality and highquality images. It is commonly observed that, mild degradations, e.g. small noises, scaling with small factors, lead to almost no change of recognition performance. However, once the degradation level passes a certain threshold, there will be an unneglected or even very significant effect on system performance. In [102] , Torralba et al. showed that, there will be a significant performance drop in object and scene recognition when the image resolution is reduced to 32×32 pixels. In [137] , the boundary where the face recognition performance is largely degraded is 16×16 pixels. Karahan et al. [42] found the threshold of standard deviation of Gaussian noise which will cause a rapid decline range from 10 to 20. In [19] , more impacts of contrast, brightness, sharpness, and out-of-focus on face recognition are analyzed.
In the era of deep learning, some methods [21, 118, 17] attempt to first enhance the input image and then forward the output into a classifier. However, this separate consideration of enhancement may not benefit the successive recognition task, because the first stage may incur artifacts which will damage the second stage recognition. In [137, 35] class-specific features is extracted as a prior to incorporate into the restoration model. In [127] , Zhang et al. developed a joint image restoration and recognition method based on sparse representation prior, which constrains the identity of the test image and guide better reconstruction and recognition. [48] considers dehazing and object detection jointly. These two stage joint optimization methods achieve better performance than previous one-stage methods. [108, 62] examine the joint optimization pipeline for low-resolution recognition. [66, 65] discuss and the impact of denoising for semantic segmentation and advocates their mutual optimization. Lately, [106] thoroughly examines the algorithmic impact of enhancement algorithms for both visual quality and automatic object recognition, on a real image set with highly compound degradations. In our work, we take a further step to consider the joint enhancement and detection in bad weather environment. Three large-scale datasets are collected to inspire new ideas and develop novel methods in the related fields. In Sub-challenge 2.1, we use the 4,322 annotated realworld hazy images of the RESIDE RTTS set [50] as the training and/or validation sets (the split is up to the participants). Five categories of objects (car, bus, bicycle, motorcycle, pedestrian) are labeled with tight bounding boxes. We provide another 4,807 unannotated real-world hazy images collected from the same traffic camera sources, for the possible usage of semi-supervised training too.
The participants can optionally use pre-trained models (e.g., on ImageNet or COCO), or external data. But if any pre-trained model, self-synthesized or self-collected data are used, that must be explicitly mentioned in their submissions, and the participants must ensure all their used data to be public available at the time of challenge submission, for reproduciblity purposes.
There will be a held-out test set of 2,987 real-world hazy images, collected from the same sources, with the same classes of objected annotated. Fig. 1 shows the basic statistics of the RTTS set and the hold set. The hold out test set has a similar distribution of number of bounding boxes per image, bounding box size and relative scale of bounding boxes to input images compared to the RTTS set, but has relatively large image size. Samples from RTTS set and held-out set can be found in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 
(Semi-)Supervised Face Detection in the Low Light Condition
In Sub-challenge 2.2, we use our self-curated DARK FACE dataset. It is composed of 10,000 images (6,000 for training and validation, and 4,000 for testing) taken in under-exposure condition where human faces are annotated by human with bounding boxes; and 9,000 images taken with the same equipment in the similar environment without human annotations. Additionally, we provided a unique set of 789 paired low-light / normal-light images captured in controllable real lighting conditions (but unnecessarily containing faces), which can be optionally used as parts of the training data.
The training and evaluation set includes 43,849 annotated faces and the held-out test set includes 32,571 annotated faces. Table 3 presents a summary of the dataset and ter filtering out those without sufficient information (lacking faces, too dark to see anything, etc.), we select 10,000 image for human annotation. The bounding boxes is labeled for all the recognizable faces in our collection. We make the bounding tightly around the forehead, chin, and cheek, using the LabelImg Toolbox 1 . If a face is occluded, we only label the exposed skin region. If most of a face is occluded, we ignore it. For this collection, we observed commonly seen degradations in addition to under exposure, such as intensive noise. Each annotated image contains 1-34 human faces. The face number and resolution range distribution are displayed in falls into the range [1, 20] .
Zero-Shot Object Detection with Raindrop Occlusions
In Sub-challenge 2.3, we release 1,010 pairs of realistic raindrop images and corresponding clean ground-truths, collected through the physical simulation process described in [85] , as the training and/or validation sets. Our heldout test set contains 2,495 real rainy images from highresolution driving videos. As shown in Figure 7 , all images are contaminated by raindrops on camera lens. They were captured in diverse real traffic locations and scenes during The participants can optionally use pre-trained models (e.g., using ImageNet or COCO) or external data. But if any pre-trained model, self-synthesized or self-collected data are used, that must be explicitly mentioned in their submissions, and the participants must ensure their used data to be public available at the time of challenge submission, for reproduciblity purposes.
Baseline Results and Analysis
For all three sub-challenges, we report results by cascading off-the-shelf enhancement methods and popular pre-trained detectors. There has been no joint training performed, hence the baseline numbers are in no way very competitive. We expect to see much performance boosts over the baselines from the competition participants.
Sub-challenge 2.1 Baseline Results
Baseline Composition
We test three state-of-the-art object detectors: (1) Mask R-CNN 2 [33] ; (2) RetinaNet 3 [61] ; and (3) YOLO-V3 4 [86] ; (4) Feature Pyramid Network 5 (FPN) [60] . We also try three state-of-the-art dehazing approaches: (a) AOD-Net 6 [48] ; (b) Multi-Scale Convolutional Neural Network (MSCNN) 7 [89] ; (c) Densely Connected Pyramid Figure 8 . Examples of object detection of hazy images on RESIDE RTTS set. The top row displays ground truth bounding boxes, the bottom row displays detected bounding boxed using pretrained Mask R-CNN.
Dehazing Network (DCPDN) 8 [124] . All dehazing models adopt officially released versions. Fig. 8 shows the object detection performance on the original hazy images of RESIDE RTTS set using Mask R-CNN. The detectrons is pretrained on Microsoft COCO, a large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset. A more detailed detection performance on the five objects can be found in Table 5 .
Results and Analysis
Results show that without preprocessing or dehazing, the object detectors pretrained on clean images fail to predict a large amount of objects in the hazy image. The overall detection performance has a mAP of only 41.83% using Mask R-CNN and 42.54% using YOLO-V3. Among all the five object categories, person has the highest detection AP, while bus has the lowest AP.
We also compare the validation and test set performance in Table. 5. One possible reason for the performance gap between validation and test sets is that the bounding box size of the latter is smaller compared to the former, as showed in Fig. 1 as well as visualized in Fig. 9 .
Effect of Dehazing
We further evaluate the current stateof-the-art dehaze approaches on hazy dataset, with pretrained detectors subsequently applied without tuning or adaptation. Fig. 9 shows two examples that dehazing algorithms can imporove not only the visual quality of the images but also the detection accuracies. More detection results are included in Table. 5. Detection mAPs of dehazed images using DCPDN and MSCNN approaches are 1% higher on average compared to on hazy images. Figure 9 . Examples of object detection of hazy images and dehazed images on RESIDE RTTS set. The first row displays the ground truth bounding boxes on hazy images, the second row displays detected bounding box on hazy image using pretrained Mask R-CNN, the bottom four column displays Mask R-CNN detected bounding boxed on dehazed images using AOD-Net, MSCNN, DCPDN correspondingly.
Eventually, the choice of pre-trained detectors seem to also matter here: Mask R-CNN outperforms the other two detectors on both validation and test sets, and both before and after apply dehazing.
Sub-challenge 2.2 Baseline Results
Baseline Composition
We test five state-of-the-art deep face detectors: (1) Dual Shot Face Detector (DSFD) [52] 9 ; (2) Pyramidbox [100] 10 ; (3) Single Shot Scale-Invariant Face Detector (S 3 FD) [129] 11 ; (4) Single Stage Headless Face Detector 9 https://github.com/TencentYoutuResearch/FaceDetection-DSFD 10 https://github.com/EricZgw/PyramidBox 11 https://github.com/sfzhang15/SFD (SSH) [79] 12 ; (5) Faster RCNN [37] 13 .
We also include seven state-of-the-art algorithms for light/contrast enhancement: (a) Bio-Inspired MultiExposure Fusion (BIMEF) [121] 14 ; (b) Dong [18] 14 ; (c) Low-light IMage Enhancement (LIME) [32] 15 ; (d) MF [24] 14 ; (e) Multi-Scale Retinex (MSR) [39] 14 ; (f) Joint Enhancement and Denoising (JED) [93] 16 ; (g) RetinexNet [113] 17 . Fig. 12 (a) depicts the precision-recall curves of the original face detection methods, without enhancement. The baseline methods are trained on WIDER FACE, a large dataset with large scale variations in diversified factors and conditions. The results demonstrate that without proper pre-processing or adaptation, the state-of-the-art methods cannot achieve desirable detection rates on DARK FACE. Result examples are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The evidences may imply that previous face datasets, though covering variations in poses, appearances, scale, et al., are still insufficient to capture the facial features in the highly under-exposure condition.
Results and Analysis
Effect of Enhancement
We next use the enhancement algorithms to pre-process the annotated dataset and then apply the above two pre-trained face detection methods to the processed data. While the visual quality of the enhanced images is better, as expected, the detectors do perform better. As shown in Fig. 12 (b) and (c), in most instances, the precision of the detectors notably increased compared to that of the data without enhancement. Except for JED, various existing enhancement methods seem to result in similar improvements here. JED leads to a performance drop. Despite being encouraging to see, the overall performance of the detectors still drops a lot compared to normal-light datasets. The simple cascade of low light enhancement and face detectors leave much improvement room open.
Effect of Face Scale and Light Condition
We analyze the performance of the face detectors on subsets of different levels of difficulty. We define difficulty of the sets based on two criteria: face scale and facial light condition. Face scale is divided into three levels based on the average size of the bounding boxes in an image: small face (<100 pixel 2 ), medium face (100-300 pixel 2 ), large face (>300pixel 2 ). Facial illumination is also divided into three levels based on 12 https://github.com/mahyarnajibi/SSH.git 13 https://github.com/playerkk/face-py-faster-rcnn 14 https://github.com/baidut/BIMEF 15 https://sites.google.com/view/xjguo/lime 16 https://github.com/tonghelen/JED-Method 17 https://github.com/weichen582/RetinexNet the average pixel value of the bounding boxes: low illumination, medium illumination, high illumination. We present the results in Fig. 13 and 14 . Clearly, the performance degrades for small faces and those with low illumination. DSFD achieves the best performance, with average precision rates greater than 45, while lower than 55. The results suggest that current face detectors are limited when face scale and light condition change.
4.3. Sub-challenge 2.3 Baseline Results
Baseline Composition
We use four state-of-the-art object detection models: (1) Faster R-CNN (FRCNN) [88] ; (2) YOLO-V3 [86] ; (3) SSD-512 [70] ; and (4) RetinaNet [61] .
We employ five state-of-the-art deep learning-based deraining algorithms: (a) JOint Rain DEtection and Removal 18 (DID-MDN) [125] ; and (e) DeRaindrop 22 [85] . For fair comparisons, we re-trained all deraining algorithms using the same provided training set.
Results and Analysis Table 6 shows mAP results comparisons for different deraining algorithms using different detection models on the held-out test set. Unfortunatly, we find that almost all existing deraining algorithms deteriorate the objects detection performance compared to directly using the rainy images for YOLO-V3, SSD-512, and RetinaNet (The only exception is the detection results by FRCNN). This could be due to those deraining algorithms were not trained towards the end goal of object detection, they are unnecessary to help this goal, and the deraining process itself might have lost discriminative, semantically meaningful true information, and thus hamper the detection performance. In addition, Table 6 shows that YOLO-V3 achieves the best detection performance, independently of deraining algorithms applied. We attribute this to the small objects in relative long distance from the camera in the test set since YOLO-V3 is known to improve small object detection based on multi-scale prediction structure. 
